Summary: The significant differences between Part 25. Concrete Construction and 29 C.F.R. 1926 Subpart Q – Concrete and Masonry Construction are in:

- Construction equipment and material requirements; adoption by reference
- Reinforcement steel
- Concrete mixing, pouring, and floating
- Forms and shoring generally
- Placing and removing forms
- Vertical slip forms
- Vertical shoring generally
- Metal frame shoring
- Tube and coupler shoring
- Single-post shores
- Flying forms
- Prestressed and poststressed concrete operations
- Precast and tilt-up operations
- Lift-slab operations
- Concrete paving machines; warning devices
- Concrete curing

See More Detail
When a user chooses the See More Detail link, a new window will open to display a side-by-side comparison of the MIOSHA standard and the OSHA standard.

Disclaimer:
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